
Editorial Note 

This issue of EJS journal contains a collection of articles selected from the 51 JAIIO. 
The articles published in this issue are expanded and revised versions of papers pre-
sented at the congress, which were carefully evaluated by expert committees. 
  
The Argentine Conference on Informatics (JAIIO) has been held since 1961, organized 
by the Argentine Society of Informatics (SADIO).  They bring together researchers, 
students and professionals from academia, industry, and government, both Argentine 
and foreign, with the aim of extending knowledge of the computer discipline, stimulat-
ing links and promoting teaching, research and applications in this discipline. JAIIOs 
are organized as a set of symposia, lasting one or two days, each dedicated to a specific 
topic. 
 
On this occasion, the 51 JAIIO were co-organized with the Faculty of Information 
Technology of the Inter-American Open University (UAI) and were held in mixed, vir-
tual and face-to-face mode, from Monday, October 17 to Thursday, October 27, 2022. 
The general presidents were Claudia Pons (UAI, UNLP), Marcelo De Vincenzi (UAI) 
and Carlos Neil (UAI).  
 
We express our special thanks to the presidents of the following symposia of the 51 
JAIIOs: 
  

 AGRANDA - Argentine Symposium on Data Science and Data 
 ASAI (Argentine Symposium on Artificial Intelligence) 
 ASSE (Argentine Software Engineering Symposium) 
 SAEI (Argentine Symposium on Computer Education) 
 SIIIO (Argentine Symposium on Industrial Informatics and Operations Re-

search) 
 

Cecilia Ana Ruz (Universidad de Buenos Aires, CAECE, AFIP), Pablo Turjanski (Uni-
versidad de Buenos Aires - CONICET), Gerardo I. Simari (ICIC UNS-CONICET), 
Viviana Cotik (UBA), Marcelo Frías (Instituto Tecnológico de Buenos Aires ITBA | 
CONICET), Nazareno Aguirre (UNRC - CONICET), Claudia Queiruga (LINTI - 
UNLP), Guillermo Luján Rodríguez (UNR, UTN), Alejandra Schiavoni (LINTI - 
UNLP), Mariana Cóccola (CONICET / UTN-FRCU) and María Laura Schuverdt 
(CONICET/UNLP), who collaborated in the selection and evaluation of the articles 
published in this edition of the EJS. 
 
We hope that the published articles will be useful to the readers of this issue. 
 
 

Claudia Pons and Alejandra Garrido (Editors) 
Ciudad de Buenos Aires, May 2, 2023 
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